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1 - Mission

Forint is a revolutionary token dedicated to the redistribution of values across the globe. Equity, sustainability, progress and charity are the main goals of Forint.

The project aims at creating a digital ecosystem in which the gap between investors and fiscality is filled. Leveraging the blockchain, taking advantage of NFTs technology and transforming the obsolete e-business trade flow into a pool of new opportunities for producers, sellers and customers. This is going to be the key for a safer, reliable and fair fund allocation.
2 - Vision

Our need to change the game has forced us to step in and take part in the process. We strongly believe this is the time to exploit the rise of cryptonomics as a perfect channel to pursue our willingness for progress.

The vision of Forint is to reduce the cost of everyday transactions and to increase their value for the entire community. We will strive to create a place in which everyone can contribute for the entire system while enjoying benefits on his side. Decentralized approach, higher quality of life, lower waste of money and a faster, smarter and continuative aid to the sectors in need.
3 - Use Cases

Feeding the huge ambition of our project requires long-term commitment. As a team, we want to state this once and for all: we are not looking for short-term success. We believe in the long run, we are here to last. Therefore, we made huge efforts to find innovative real-life use cases. We want to create added value in every field we dive into. That’s why we believe we are the just project to guide the entire world through a process of re-education on the allocation of funds.
Firstly, we believe that the e-business world must innovate, leveraging the power of cryptos as a source of reliability and competitive advantage. Forint Platform will integrate our idea of B2B and B2C new e-Market that will multiply the profitability of the whole trade and services chain. New opportunities for producers and sellers, based on higher returns. Customers will have the possibility to pay with cryptos. The system will have a smarter, faster and cheaper approach. On this platform, users will have the chance to stake their coins and earn interests. It will also respect the billing system in accordance to the law.
3.1 - Forint Platform

On the Forint platform, users will take advantage of a simplified and integrated technology that is going to take care of the fiscal side between governative entities, firms and consumers. The platform will integrate an on demand fiscal consulting service based on the regulations of each country. It will serve as to fill the gap existing between investors and fiscality.

In addition, users will have the chance to leverage a convenient management of their digital assets.
3.1.1 - NFT marketplace

Forint Platform will host an integrated NFTs marketplace. Users, entities, and artists will sell Non-Fungible-Tokens and raise funds for charity. We will be the FIRST project allowing charity runs protected by blockchain technology. The artist, the buyer and the targeted charity fund will finally have the right place to do good deeds in complete safety and reliability. Forint tokenomics will also reward holders due to redistribution.
3.1.2 - Forint Decentralized Exchange

Forint will develop a decentralized exchange, that will be integrated into Forint Platform, so that it will be possible to swap among most popular cryptos. This way, every crypto holder will have the possibility to take advantage of Forint environment while enjoying the unique features of the platform and rewarding Forint investors and charity through the tokenomics.
3.2 - ATMs chain

Even though Forint token will soon be tradable on many crypto exchanges, the team is going to develop a decentralized chain of ATMs. This will give everyone the possibility to stack FORINT tokens directly from old-fashioned, cash FIAT. Easily and efficiently. This system will also be important when customers have to purchase goods and services on Forint Platform, or they just want to stake their Forint tokens without too many intermediaries.
Forint system will eventually migrate to Polygon blockchain with its whole system. This will consistently lower transaction costs. From a starting point of developing a proprietary blockchain, for the sake of optimisation, security and, last but not least, the economy of the project, we have chosen Polygon as the just trade-off. This is a fundamental node in the development of the Platform.

Why do we have to make this switch? First of all, regarding compatibility in the event of a bridge between the various blockchains, our platform must be able to be free from market logic but be as widespread as possible with regard to its use. Second, another very important point is the transaction cost, which is almost zero, and the very fast transaction speed. In addition the high security of the protocols.

The main objective of our platform is to become the main platform on the blockchain for the automatic management of taxation, and for this it is necessary that it is interoperable and scalable, so that all other developers of DAPP even outside the polygon blockchain can, through the interoperability API provided by us, use the services we offer.

The goal is to have by November 2021 the ALPHA of the platform developed by us and to allow a group of users selected from among our holders to use it.
3.4 - Understanding the system

The key to the huge impact of this complex system is understanding the role of Tokenomics: every transaction in the Forint environment will not only benefit holders through redistribution. We are also making a huge step forward towards who is in need, giving the sustainability impulse we pursue. This is possible by bearing a marginal, insignificant charge on our everyday life.
4 - Core Team

Jacopo Neroni
CTO

Relentless problem solver applying analytical, designing, and technical skills to supervise the whole software development lifecycle. Effective hands-on leader with outstanding success in developing applications to analyze sales growth and marketing strategy for established and start-up firms. Well recognized for strong leadership and project management abilities while leading cross-functional teams in fast-paced, competitive work environments.
Giuliano Neroni
CIO

Experienced and results-oriented Back-end Developer with a deep passion for the job and a significant background thanks to studies undertaken at the Faculty of Industrial Engineering at the University of Cassino. Offering a strong attention to detail and accuracy, excellent problem-solving skills, and the important ability to work in fast-paced team environments, Giuliano is a reliable individual with determination to meet and exceed all assigned targets.
Umberto Celani
CFO

Ambitious and target-oriented, Umberto is the just person when it comes to push the standards to the next level. Determined International Economics & Management student at Bocconi University with a huge passion for project management and financial management fields, he offers full commitment and a direct problem-solving approach to the project. Hard-working mindset, leadership and vision are part of his skill set.
4 - Core Team

Jacopo De Santis
CCEO

Decades-old experienced International marketer and team-leader, Jacopo is a skilled planner in the marketing and social media management fields. Oriented studies carried out at the University of Pescara gave him qualitative know-how to fit this strategic role in the team. His objective is to create a successful and bonded community, leveraging his talent with the main goal of building a great family around the FORINT project.
5 - Technical Overview of the token

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total supply</strong></td>
<td>1,000,000,000,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chain</strong></td>
<td>BEP20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Burn</strong></td>
<td>Manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Token Symbol</strong></td>
<td>FORINT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 5.1 - Allocation of the tokens

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CTO personal wallet</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIO personal wallet</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFO personal wallet</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCEO personal wallet</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing wallet</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crowdsale</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pancake listing</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial burn</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual burn</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ongoing injection of liquidity</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exchange Fund</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.2 - Token addresses

Liquidity pool: 0x23eE70E03337cd90faa0bA7057ad8c0B797911f4

Redistribution wallet: 0xEE17C877cDA60a04E1E3f12EEae00d4E73a2De56

Development wallet: 0xE98461124c4a4FC1f1EC30C3ee28B8f4BD6e718d

Charity wallet: 0xbf6694Cd5f6E9F4bD40655ffe9a9CABCa9186468

Exchange fund: 0xDF5883fcCB3B36839A166b5Ea64c3cf3E6fE07c5

Devs locked wallet: 0xD2caBeb54f1193562605CE4b7d046f9D7501Bc9

Burn address: 0x000000000000000000000000000000000000dEaD
5.3 - Forint Contract address

Forint token FORINT contract:
0xAe8D1d335364aE1d16677390750aEB4C1b2332cb

remark: this is the listed token, you can add this token to your wallet (Follow the guide on Forint Tube)
5.4 - Wallet Locks

Devs personal wallet locks: [link]
Exchange Fund lock: [link]
Ongoing injection lock: [link]
Liquidity pool lock: [link]

*Log in to your account and connect your wallet via DAPP to view locks
5.5 - Tokenomics exceptions

1. **LIQUIDITY POOL** 0x23eE70E03337cd90faa0bA7057ad8c0B797911fd:
   a. NO FEE
   b. NO REDISTRIBUTION *(Active after the liquidity is fully injected)*

2. **REDISTRIBUTION WALLET** 0xEE17C877cDA60a04E13f12EEae00d4E73a2De56:
   a. NO FEE
   b. NO REDISTRIBUTION

3. **DEVELOPMENT WALLET** 0xE98461124c4a4FC1f1EC30C3ee28B8f4BD6e718d:
   a. NO FEE
   b. NO REDISTRIBUTION

4. **CHARITY WALLET** 0xbf6694Cd5f6E9F4bD40655ffeaba9CABCa9186468:
   a. NO FEE
   b. NO REDISTRIBUTION

5. **DEVS PERSONAL WALLETS** 0xD2caBeb54f1193562605CE4b7d046f9D7501Bc9:
   a. NO FEE (For 2 Year)
   b. NO REDISTRIBUTION (For 2 Year)

6. Exchange fund
   a. NO FEE
   b. NO REDISTRIBUTION

7. Burn address
   a. NO REDISTRIBUTION
6 - Transaction Model

Every transaction (purchase, sell or transfer) will follow this model:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Your Wallet</td>
<td>90.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redistribution BUSD</td>
<td>6.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redistribution FORINT</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto-generating LP</td>
<td>2.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>1.90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charity</td>
<td>0.10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.1 - Tokenomics Specs

**REDISTRIBUTION: 6.00%**
6% of each transaction is redistributed among all the holders, proportionally to their amount of tokens. Holders will receive BUSD at every transaction once a week. At 12:00 AM GMT 0 an airdrop will redirect all the daily BUSD reflections to first 100K holders automatically. Passive earnings for all!

**AUTO-GENERATING LP: 2.00%**
2% of each transaction is used to auto-generate liquidity. The 50% amount is instantly converted to BNB. In the liquidity wallet, it will match the counter value of Forint and it will be re-injected to Pancake.

**DEVELOPING: 1.9%**
2% of each transaction is gathered in the Developing Wallet in BNB. The 95% of this fund is used by the team to finance the development of the project, 5% of this fund is redirected to the Charity Wallet once a week.

**CHARITY: 0.1%**
The fund is donated to charity (NPOs and NGOs) on a weekly basis, accordingly to community guidelines.
Forint Initial Coin Offer will be split in two phases:
- **Crowdsale**: on June 16, 2021 at 10:00 AM GMT 0
- **Pancake Listing**: on June 20, 2021 at 3:00 PM GMT 0

The pair during the presale will be **FORINT/BNB**.
On June 16, 2021 at 09:00 AM GMT 0, 22.472% of total supply will be out for trading at a fixed price of 0.0000005 USD. The cap for a single transaction will be the countervalue of 500$ in BNB, no fee to enter: we want to reward early investors. Having said that, the tokenomics will be modified: the 11% of each transaction will not follow redistribution, charity and developing. During the crowdsale only, the 11% of each transaction will be redirected to the liquidity pool (Forint tokens). This way we will offer to the crowdsale the 89% of the previously mentioned 22.472%, selling a total of 20% of the total supply. The BUSD value of this 11% that is back to liquidity will be redirected to the Development Wallet.

What does this imply?
Well, it avoids a penalization for the investors while consistently funding the development of the project.
7.1.2 - Post Crowdsale instructions

To ensure that no one can trade FORINT to exchange pools before the official addition of Liquidity on PCS, at the moment of the addition of Liquidity we will perform an airdrop to all holders and will communicate the actual contract to buy on Pancake Swap. All holders that have now FORINT on their wallet will receive the actual FORINT at the moment of addition of Liquidity. Stay tuned.
The Crowdsale phase will end on June, 20, 2021 at 09:00 AM GMT 0. At the end of the crowdsale, if there is an amount unsold, it will be burned. After that burn, the team will perform a manual burn to reach a total amount burned of 15% of the total supply. Once the Token has reached 2,500 holders, the team will perform another manual burn of 11% of the total supply. Reducing the amount of circulating coins fosters the price growth over time.
7.1.1 - Early access to the crowdsale

On June 16, 2021 at 09:00 AM GMT 0, and for the first 12 hours, only registered users will have the possibility to purchase a maximum of 890,000,000 FORINT (the countervalue of 500.00$ in BNB) - net of tokenomics - directly from our website web3 and Dapp integration. The link and the password will be sent via email to registered users. After the first 12 hours, the password will not be required and the link to access the presale will be published on our website.

REGISTRATION
To have the chance to access early to the presale, users have to register on our website www.forint-token.net. Further Instructions will follow and the link to the actual presale platform will be received by investors directly on their email.
On June, 20, 2021 at 15:00 GMT 0 the % of total supply sold at the presale will be added to Pancake (V2). Price starts at around 0.0000005 USD (it depends on the current value of BNB) Set slippage tolerance to 11/12% to swap.
Forint has developed a progressive liquidity injection system that allows a linear distribution of coins in the market avoiding pump-and-dump scenarios. The team's objective is to relate the progression of the development to the progression of coins offered on the market. The auto-liquidity protocol will inject progressively the tokens on Pancake at every transaction.
To avoid big dumps on Pancake Swap, investors will have a transaction cap of 0.01% of the total supply of Forint (FORINT), meaning they can dump a maximum of 100,000,000 FORINT every transaction (this value will be adjusted over time). This will be a guarantee for our investors and will avoid whales’ market manipulation.
Forint will guarantee investors through diverse locks that will be performed on:

- Pancake LP
- Liquidity Wallet (Vested)
- Exchange Fund
- Developers’ personal wallets
Liquidity on Pancake will be locked for 2 years on DXLock, this will guarantee longevity to the project, before the shift to the proprietary blockchain.
9.2 - Ongoing liquidity injection

The team will lock the 10% of the liquidity wallet (FORINT) on DXLocker, through a system that will unlock a tiny percentage 10 times, once a week after the Pancake listing. This percentage on the liquidity wallet (that will act as described by the auto-generating LP protocol at chapter 6.1) will inject liquidity on Pancake at every transaction. When the protocol has injected all FORINT on Pancake, it will wait for the next unlock (once a week) to start injecting again.

Here is the proof of lock: link
Developers' wallets are locked from the beginning of the project on DXLocker. The lock duration is 2 years.

Here is the proof of lock: link
The 10% of the total supply is locked on a weekly basis and reserved to exchanges. At the beginning the lock will be of 2 weeks.

Here is the proof of lock: [link](#)
## 11 - Forint Official Social Networks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social Network</th>
<th>Handle/Username</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>@ForintFORINT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telegram</td>
<td>Forint - Token</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instagram</td>
<td>forint.token</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reddit</td>
<td>r/Forint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discord</td>
<td>Coming soon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Website</td>
<td><a href="http://www.forint-token.net">www.forint-token.net</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Forged in the past, reshaping our future

www.forint-token.net